YZ20P5
Operating Microscope
Description

The product is a simple coaxial illumination operation microscope for one man. It is portable, compact and applied in mobile hospital

Characteristics:
All the lenses are multi-coated, mildewproof and anti-reflective.
Column stand can be reflitted to holding stand.
It can also be customized according to various operation requirements.

Specifications

**Eyepiece Magnification:** 12.5×
**Objective Lens:** f=200
**Working Distance:** 190mm
**Magnifications for Main Microscope:** 5.3×, 8×, 12×
**Diameter of Field:** F37mm, F25mm, F16.7mm
**Dioptr Adjustment:** ±7D
**Pupil Distance:** 50mm~80mm
**Maximal Resolution:** 100LP/mm
**Illumination Source:** 12V/100W, medical cold reflection halogen lamp